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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE TOR

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM

AERO.NNJTICS

A COMPARISON OF THE CAICULA3!ED~ m KEsTomE

CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE A~JI!041E, B12AM=_ j

GUIDED MISSIIZS HAVING DIFFERENT LIXT RATIOS

By Howard F. Matthews and Elwood C. Stewart

A comparison was made of the calculated response characteristics
corresponding to the msxi.mummaneuver of a variable-incidencey a canard,
and a conventional tail-f t-control, beawrider, guided missile, which
are indicative, respectively, of a high positive, a low positive, and a

. negative lift ratio (the proportion of the lift developed by the movable
control-surface deflection to the total lift in steady acceleration).
All three configurations were designed to have the same weight, momnt

*. of inertia, and natural frequency, and to provide the same steady normal
acceleration at identical angles of attack of the surface for which this
emgle is m%ximum. Differences in the response characteristics, there-
fore, represent primarily the effects of changes in lift ratio.

The results showed that for essential.ly.thesame practical limitat-
ions of nornml acceleration and of the peak angle of attack of the sur-
face which has the maximum angle of attack, the normal-displace~nt
performance of the variable-incidence configuration is equal to or
slightly better than that of the canard, depending on the type of guid–
ante or control system used; and the performances of both are better than
that of the conventional tail+ft+ontrol missile. Consideration of
additional factors such as servo energy, control+ieflection interference
limit, etc., may, in an over+ll evaluation, outweigh the small decrease
in normal+iisplacement response times associated-with t~,higher positive
lift ratios. In all.cases the displacement perforhcb%”are limited
primarily by the aerodynamic rather than the guidance and stabilization
system characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION

In the design of a missile Intended to

NACA RM A51Y18

*
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intercept and destroy maneu-
vering targets} it becomes necessary to select a value of the lift ratios
defined as the ratio of the lift developed by the movable control-
surface deflection to the total lift at ths design condition. Tf the
remaining design requirements exe ass-d identical insofar as possible,
differences in the lift ratio determine differences in the geometry of
the missile; that is, whether the configuration will be a variable-
ticidence, a canard, or a conventional tail+ft-control missile. It Is
desirable, therefore, to have some concept of the relative response char-
acteristics associated with changes in lift ratio before making a selec-
tion of this important quantity. Others (references 1, 2, 3, and 4)
have made somewhat similar investigations, but have not considered the
performce in terms of the spatial response nor have given any consid-
eration to the possible effects of the guidance and stabilization system.
Since the relation between the lethal radius of the warhead and the
target+to+zissile normal displacement at the tiresof conjunction is a
measure of the effectiveness of a missile, it is the purpose of this
paper to investigate and comp~e the effects of changes in lift ratio
primarily in terms of relative normal displacement. Three widely dif-
ferent values of lift ratio were assumed so as to obtain a configuration

.

of each of the three types of missiles. In addition, a beam-rider
guidance system was chosen employing an error-lead network and a pitck
angle feedback stabilization system.

“

—

—

As a preliminary step in this investigation the design consider-
tions involved in the aerodpmics and control system are discussed and
criteria on which to base a comparison of the missile performances are
established. As willbe shown, there are several types of control sys-
tems that maybe used in conjunction with the missiles, two of which are
included in this report. The first system limtts the control-surface
deflection, while the second limits the angle of attack of the surface
which has the largest angle of attack. Both analytical studies and
differential-analyzer solutions are given for the comparison between
missiles with each type of control system. Certain additional aspects
are noted which are indicated by the results of this study and must be
considered in an over+ll comp=ison.

Critical,surface: That surface which has the largest amgle of attack at ,, t:..
the trim condition

w
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Maximummaneuver: The maneuver of the missile
u imum capabilities of the missile

3’

which utilizes the max-

Interval: The time during which the control-surface deflection is at its
limited value
(For the contiol systems discussed herein the ftist and second inter-
vals refer to the time during which the surface deflection is limited
at positive and negative values, res~ectively, for ~ositive lift-ratio
missiles and vice versa for negative lift-ratio missiles.)

Deadbea-~response: A normal displacement response of the missile in which
there is no overshoot above the center of the radar beam for a step di+
placement of the beam

Design condition: The Mach nunber and pressure altitude at which the
missile design requiremmts are fixed

t
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K1

K2

Ka
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M

R

output of error leadaetwork limiter, volts

output of error lead network, volts

output of pitc&angle feedback circuit, volts

moment of inertia, slug-feet squared

reciprocal.gearing of servo, volts per radian

gearing of the radsr, amplifier, and lead network, volts per
foot

gearing of pitc-e feedback circuit, volts per radian
per second

steady value of ~

lift, pounds

moment, foot=pomds

ratio of lift developed by the movable control-surface
deflection to the total lift at steady acceleration

[

L@

(L@ + Lua) 1
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s exposed surface

T1 servo time lag,

●
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area in one plane, feet squared

seconds

~2~ Tss

T4, T5 }
time constants of guidance and stabilization

missile

missile

aerodynamic time constants, seconds

aerodynamic constant, radiosecon~

velocity, feet per second

transfer function

circuits, seoonds

squared per foot

normal displacement of radar beam from reference, feet

step magnitude of ~

normal displacement of missile from reference, feet

semispan of wing, feet

local,chord, feet

([’2C+J
mean aerodynamic chord .

acceleration of gravity, 32.2

c w,fi
.’

feet per second squared

distsmce between center of gravity and center of pressure of
surface in presence of body, feet

body length, feet

mass of missile, slugs

● ☛

steady normal acceleration factor
%3
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a complex variable introduced in the Laplace trsmsformation

lethal radius of warhead (assumed to be 15 feet)

time, seconds

miss time, seconds

spanwise station of local chord c, feet

angle of attack (fig. 1)

flight path angle (fig. 1)

control-surface deflection (fig. 1)

limited control-surface deflection (fig. 2(a))

control deflection for limited critical-surface angle of
attack (fig. 2(b))

missile aerodynamic dagping ratios

angle of pitch (fig. 1) (6 = a + 7)

Subscripts

f front surface

r rear surface

Ss steady values at trim conditions

All angles are in radians unless otherwise noted. A(”) or(””)
above a syuibolrepresents, r-espectivel,y,the first or second derivative
with respect to time. The symbols Lu, Lb, ~, ... represent
~L aL aM

etc. Other symbols used exclusively in the appendixes~1~~ ● ..

are defined therein.
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Transfer Functions
u

The simplified linearized equations for longitudinal motion referred
to the axis system given in figure 1 are:

and the displacement

mV(&&) =L@ +L56

Iyti= ~a + M55 + M~~ + MS

equation is —. -.

&=vsin7WY

These and the lateral equations of motion me equivalent if the missile
is roll stabilized, chemges in forward speed are negligible, and the
quantities me” measured from trim condition.

—

The following aerodynamic transfer functions used in this study are
.

derived in the usual manner from the above equations: —-

where

—

.“.
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The transfer functions of the guidance and.stabilization systa
as shown in figure 2 are

~dar, amp~f fer yL =
K2(l+T4p)

and error-lead (1+T5P)
Pitch-angle Yp . K3P(l’~2p)

feedback (1+T3P)
network

Servo Ys =
1

Kl(l+TIP)

each

Aerodynamic Design

The aero@amic performance requirements
missile are

(a) 10g steady normal acceleration at a
pressure altitude of X,000 feet

specified in common for

Mach nuniberof 2.7 and a

(b) An angle of attack of the critical surface of approximately. .

(c) A

200-for condition (a)
(This angle is (a + b)aa for the variable-incidence and

camrd missiles and ~aa for the conventional tail-af~
control missile.)

missile natural frequency of approximately 2 cycles per
second for condition (a)
(This value, along with Iy, uniquely determines the stabil-
ity derivative Ma, since the”damping is low and may be
neglected.)
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These requirements are considered typical of a supersonic, al-to-air,
beam-rider, guided missile and arise in part from a considemtion of D

the maximum maneuver (missile capture of the beamat the end of the
.— n

boost phase of flight at the highest altitude), and the avoidance of
excessive nonlinearity in the lift of the critioal surface.

.-—

Three widely different values of lift ratio were selected to cover
the ,threetypes of missiles. Along with a fifth design requirement,
shown in the following table, the lift-ratio values are

.— —

Lift I I
2f.+2r

ratio Missile lb

10.50 lVarialleimcidence i 0.45 ~

I .10 I canard I .66 t

-.24 Conventional tail aft control .45
I

.

Assuming identical bodies, moments of inertia, weights, and wing
plan forms, along with the five design requirements previously noted,
the geometry of the varialle-incidence and canard ni.ssilesand their
stability derivatives may be determined in a mmner similar to the
method reported in reference 4. The (a/b)trim appears to be of the

correct order of magnitude for these two configurations. Results not
presented herein showed that reasonable variations of (CL/5)trim will

not significantly change the conclusions of the report. For the negative
lift ratio, the stability derivative ~ is uniquely determined by a
selection of the tail length _Lr if the body geometric characteristics ——

are assumed. An iterative process is then applied to detemnine the size
—

of surfaces and the remaining stability derivatives. A summary of these
assumed and computed characteristics is tabulated in table I.

Stabilization System

All leam-rid.erguidance systems, which utilize only an error
detector and a servo to control the missile, are inherently unstable.
Many methods of stabilization are possible and in this instance an error-
lead network and a pitch-angle feedback circuit, which utilizes a lead

,A .

network and ideal rate characteristics,were used. A block diagram of
this system is shown in figure 2. The geariggs and the erroklead ~

.— ..

-
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network design were initially based on an assumed linear system and the
a requirement that the steady displacement lag of the missile due to a

besn accelerating at the design acceleration must not exceed the lethal
radius of the warhead. The determination of the time constants for the
pitch-angle feedback circuit was based on a compromise between the
missile normal-displacement and control<eflection responses. However,
preliminary studies indicated excessive normal accelerations and control
deflections for a step displacement of the beam. A number of methods
were available for reducing these values to reasonable magnitudes end
the use of control+urface deflection limiters was selected because of
certain advantages. The inclusion of these limiters separates the CO*
trol of the missile by the stabilization system into two phases: a
nanlinear portion during which the limiters are in operation and, as is
shown later, controlled primarily by the lead-network time constants;
and a linear phase. Two methods of control-sutiace limiting were used
and are discussed later in the report. An additional U_miter represent-
ing the radar saturation is also shown in figure 2.

COl@ARISONCRI!E3RIA

. For a comparison of the performance of the three missiles with each
type of control system, a 10&foot step displacement of the beam was
chosen as it a~ared to require a maneuver which is likely to be encoum

.
tered during beam capture after boost or during flight. The criterion
for comparing the responses of the three systems under consideration will
be miss tire, defined as the t- during which the missile is beyond the
assud lethal radius. ILLsst- is directly related to the effectiveness
in obtaining a hit if it is assured that the target will not be passed
before the missile has arrived within a lethal radius distance from the
beam center. The performance of missiles, as indicated by the miss t-s,
can also be compared in terms of other closely related criteria, such as:
first, the miss range, that is, the range necessary to arrive within the
lethal radius; or second, the distance”that a missile is beyond the lethal
radius when the missile with the best response is just at the lethal
radius. Differences in miss ranges man that in the case of beam capture
the minimnm launching ranges will differ, or, in the case of a disturbance
during flight, the ineffective portions of the flight will vary.

It has been indicated previously that the missiles will be comparea
on the basis.of two types of control-ystem llmiting. The first method,

in which the control-surfaoe deflection is limited to produce the design
steady acceleration, is a simple and practical means of reducing the

. magnitude of the normal acceleration associated with a step displacement
of the beam. The seoond method, in which the angle of attack of the
critical surface is limited, provides a comparison based on conditions

. which allow the ~imum performance of each missile to be approached.
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ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Limited ControlSurface Deflection

Analytical study.- Analytical methods for determining the optimum
response of a complex system appear to he impractical. Considerable
simplification in the problem results, however, by introducing an assumed ‘ ~
optimum control system which will cause the missile to reach the team in Q
the smallest miss time without regard for satisfying certain practical
considerations, such as ~eak normal acceleration and peak critical-
surface angle of attack. It is apparent thqt this canbe accomplished
by accelerating toward the beam with maximum capabilities for a certain “- –
time, then decelerating with naximum capabilities, followed by zero
acceleration in order to,remain on the beam. For this purpose, with the
control-+mmface deflection limited as previously described, the optimum
control system requires the surface deflection to le in the form of a
square wave. The first and second intervals of this wave must be chosen
to have the proper duration to minimize the miss time and hence define
the optimum path.

It is possible to study the square+ave response, and therefore the
optimum path, by studying only the step resyonse since one cyole of a

.

equare wave oan he decomposed into three steps as illustrated in figw-e 3.
Although the exaot expression for the step responses are complicated, it
is shown later (p. 11 and appendix A) that the res~onses for all three

F

missiles oanbe suitably simplified to .—

--—

—

where n is the steady acceleration factor corresponding to the step
surface deflection. This result shows clearly that with the optimum
control system the displacement response is limited by the aerodymemic
design and that the three missiles should p~oduce closely the same step
responses since they are all designed to the same steady acceleration.

It is of interest to examine the nature of the optimum path in
reaching the beam. Each step of the surface deflection in figure 3 pro- -
duces its corresponding response, the resultant tissile Posltfon~eiW
the sum of the three step responses. It is nece~ssry that the two
intervals of surface deflectlonhe equal (or each a half period) and of
a duration which will produce an optimum path by causing the overshoot

—

above the beam center to equal the lethal radius as demonstrated in
.-

The resultant miss time for the optimum system then become:
A-

appendix B. —.
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which, when applied to the conditions of this compariEon, gives
~ = 0.763 second for all three missiles. This value which is based on

the appr~imte missile response equation (A1O), ZM~~t2, was found

to be within 1 percent of the correct value frcm equation (A4) and hence
justifies the use of the approximate equation. It canbe reasoned that
if the missile effective displacement frequency (equal to the reciprocal
of twice the time for the missile to overshoot the beam by the lethal
radius or equal to four times the half period) is much less than the
missile natural frequency, sufficient time is available for the develo~
ment of body angle of attack, and therefore differences in lift ratio
are not im~ortant. For the conditions in this study, the effective dis–
placement frequency is 0.416 cycles per second as compared to a 2.o5 cps
missile natural frequency. Since the pitching motion is oscillatory,
however, the peaks of normal acceleration and critical~urface angle of
attack require examination. The complete derivations of these quantities
will be found in appendixes C and D, where it is shown that peek values
occur in both the first and second half periods of the control~urface
squar~ve motion. The peak values as computed from these equations are
g~ven for each missile in-the following tabie:

.

Peak norml Peak critical–
. ao:?leration surface angle I

@J

of attack

Lift (deg) Miss
Missile time

ratio
Half period Half Ieriod (see)

1 2 1 2

0.50 Variable
incidence

14.2 –18.3 23.5 -30.4 0.763

.10 Canard 17.2 44.1 29.1 -3793 .763

-.24 conventional 20.9tail aft control ,
-32.0 38.4 -57.0 .763
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From the p?eceding table a comparison of the three missiles during the
same half ~erfod indicates that the lower lift ratios yroduce higher
peak values. It appears that these peaks m&y be excessive in relation a

to the design steady+tate values for the canard missile ard certainly
so for the conventional tail-aft-control configuration. If the
variable-incidence missile had been designed for a steady critical-
surface angle of attack which would $ust produce the maximum permissible

--.

peak angle, the transient peak angles for be other missiles would be
Unf3atisfactory. For a practical missile, a reduction of these peaks to
satisfactory values could be accomplished by prescribing the surface
deflection to be other than the perfect square wave as has been assumed. “-
This means that since the lower lift+?atlo missiles have larger peak
values, a greater sacrifice nmst be made in the displacement response
of the lower lift-ratio missiles by causing the sutiace deflection to
depart farther from a equare wave. It is apparent, then, that although
all three missiles have the same optimum displacement yerfomance, con—
sideration of the other significant factors noted above Indicates that
the perfonwmce of the variable-incidence missile is best, followed in
order by the canard and conventional tail-eft-control missile.

REAC solution.- In additionto the analytical study, an lnvest@a-
gatlon was made on the Ames Reeves Electronic Analogue Computer (REAC)
to find the magnitude of the deterioration in displacement response of
the canard and conventional tail-eft-control configurations when the

.

peak values of critical-urface angle of attack and acceleration were
reduced to values a~proximating those of the variable-incidence missile.
Values of the control-system parameters were varied in an exploratory

.

manner so as to obtain an optimum path by tiking the first overshoot
equal to the lethal radius. The two time constants in the error-lead
network are the most effective in causing an optimum path, as shown in
appendix E; thus, simplification of this procedure was permitted. The
results for the three missiles are shown in figure 4. It should be -

noted that since the control deflection of the variable-incidence missile
as given in figure k(a) closely approaches the optimum square wave, the
missile performance agrees well with the calculated values of the optinmm
system. A comparison of the results of figures 4(a) and 4(b) indicates
that the displacement performance of the c~rd missile is somewhat
poorer than that of the variable-+fncldencemissile (0:023 second greater
miss time), while the response of the conventional tail-aftiontrol
tissile in f@ure 4(c) shows a further increase in miss time (0.051 second

—.

greater ‘thanfor the canard). Although it was found Infeasible to @e
all pe~ values of critical-sutiace angle of attack and normal accelera-

-.

tion identical, additional data which are not presented indicated that
the effect of these differences on the miss time would not significantly
change the results. Thereforej as was indicated by the analytical study, .
it appears that for the type of control system assumed, the best perfo~
ante is associated with the highest Tositive lift ?xxtios.

..
It is evident

also that this is due to the necessary sacrifice in the normal-displacement .

~ENl%&-.&



response caused by an increasing depmture from the optimum square wave of control defleo-
ti.onin onier to reduce the high peak critical angle of attack and aocelemtion associated
with the lower lift ratios. !l!hus,tie &lfferences in diaplacment resporwe are due baaiml.Lv
to differences in mlsalle charao+%risticsand not in aontrol+wstem chmacteristlcs. The “
Important values relative to the mtion of the three missiles as presented.in figsre 4 are
summarized in the following table:

Peak normal Peak oritical- Distance Approx-
acceleratlon surface angle greater than bite

(3?2 )

of attack tiss
Lift Missile

Iew raMus Imrfmaea

—)E! (aeg) time at time 0.797 miss range
ratio

.

Half period. W .rld ‘See) ‘e:)

1 2 1 2
(ft)

Variable
‘“~ irmidence

14.1 -17.4 25.3 -29.6 0.75)7 o 0

.10 Ckm=’a 17.0 -17.2 29.1 -29.7 .820 3 60

_c24 Conventional
tail aft control

15.5 -1.f?.l 27.0 -21.5 .8P 10 193

The above conclualons also agree with those obtained frcnnthe deadbeat responses as can be
seen from a comparison of the results of figure 5.

G
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Limited Angle of Attack of the Critical Surface

Analytical study.- In an effort to obtain a resyonse superior to
that for the system in which the control-surface deflection is limited,
it appeared that a control system which operated with a litited emgle
of attaok of the critical surface would give better results. This
objective is attained by deflecting the stiace initially to this single
and thus additional gains oan be reali,zedfrom lift due to the increased
oontrol deflection and increased angular acceleration which develops
lift due to angle of attack. The equations for the normal-displacement
response to a step in the angle of attack of the critical surface are
developed in appendix F in a manner similar to the procedure outlined,,

... previously. Here it is demonstrated that ag~in the normal-displacement
“. response is adequately represented by the formula

where n is the steady normal-aooeleration factor corresponding to a
step steady critical angle of attack. Two significant conclusions may
be drawn from this expression: first, sinoe the peak permissible
critical angle of attack is greater than the design-steady~tate value,
a step in the oritioal-+urfaoe angle of attack with a magnitude equal
to the peak permissible value till produce a greater steady acceleration
with a resultant superior normal-displacement performance; and second,
all three missiles will have the same normal-displacement performance
If the optimum square wave in the critical angle of attack is followed.
For the variable-incidence and canard missiles, the development of a
square wave in the angle of attack of the critical surface (u + 8)
is theoretically o%tahable. However, this is not possible for the
conventional tail-aft+ontrol missile due to the additional time lag
necessary for the body and main lifting surface to turn to the angle of
attack a of the critical surface. The conclusion, then, is that
ideally the performance of the variable-incidence and oanard missiles
will be equal, with the conventional tall-aft-control missile being
somewhat inferior.

REAC solution.- A square wave of oritical angle of attack may be
closely approached through the’use of appropriate circuits. However,

it canbe obtained simyly by means of an (a + 5) limiter as illustrated
in figure 2(b). The analogous block diagram for this system as used on
theREAC is also given on figure 2(b). It should be noted in this figure
that Q is identical to ~ if the limiting (a + 5) Is not reached. A
factor which reduces the practicability of this sytem somewhat is the
difficulty of obtaining accurate angle-of-ttack measurements. .—.

x

.. .:

—

.

— —

.
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—-
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As mentioned previously, it is not possible to obtain a flqmre wave
if in.the critical argle of attack for the conventional tail-tiontrol

missile. A close approach to this condition is obtainable as can be seen
in figure 6 for this missile. Although the ~eak positive and negative
angles of attack are not identical, it was believed that with further
exploration on the REM an angle of 22° for both peaks could be obtained
without a significant increase in miss time. For convenience, then, the
limit of 22° was selected for the critical angle of attack of the other
two missiles. The RFAC results for the variable-incidence and canard
missiles are shown in figures 6(a) and (b). It is apparent that the data
from the REW closely approaches the results indicated by the analytical
study. These results are summarized in the following table:

Distance Approx–

Lift Miss greater than mate

ratio Missile lethal radius increased
(:% att= 0.770 ~ss ~~e

second
(ft) (ft)

0.50 Variable
incidence

0.770 0 0 ,

.10 Canard ● 789 2 50
.

-.24
conventional

tall tit control .878 17 285
.

A comparison of the above data with that for the control system in
which the surface deflection is limited confirms the superiority in
performance of the system with limited critical~uxf’ace angle of attack.
The reason the difference Is not more marked is that the critical angle–
of-attack limit was not set at the peak permissible value.

It should be noted that for this type of limiter the control+nzrface
deflections of the variable-incidence missile exceed the interference
limit of about 15° between the pitch ani yaw controls. The effects of
this interference limit are discussed in the next section.
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ADDITIONAL DESIGN FACTORS
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As is well known, the design of a missile is extremely complicated.:
in fact, it is diffioult to give a definition of an optimum missile.
Certain designers interpret the optimrunmissile to be one which meets
the design conditions for the least cost. The factors which determine .—

the over+ll cost are many, but oertainl.ythe size of the components,
the total exposed wing surface, storage, and ease of assmbly consider-
tions, etc., are imlortant faotors, a few of which are discussed in the
folluwing sections.

. —

Servo Energy

It is possible to approximate the relative servo energy consumed in
flight for the three missiles under consideration. A conventional
hydraulic system employing a linear piston aotuator with an aocumul.atmr

.

is t~ical of servo systems used in aiwto+ir supersonic missiles
(referenoe 5). For this type of system, the servo energy consumed is
equal to the ohange in the product of the pressure and volume of oil in
the accumulator and is approximately equal to the average pressure times - “- -—
the product of the gearing between the control deflection and servo-

—

piston movement, the servo-piston area, and the sum of the absolute move-
ments of the control surface,between points at which b changes sign. F

The combination of the pressure, servo-piston size, and gearing is
designed to meet the expected maximum hinge moment. If the same static
margin of the control surface is used for each of the three missiles sad
it is assumed that the hingeaoment coefficient due to 5 is equal to
that due to u, the maximum hinge moment is directly proportional to the
produot of the exposed surface area S, its mean aerodynamic chord G,
and the design maximum angle of attaok. By use of the actual maximum
angle of attack of the oontrol surfaoe as given in the applicable tfm,
histories to represent the design maximum angle of attaok, the relative
consumption of servo energy is given by the ratio of this quantity times
S7$Zlb~ for any two of the missiles. The results for eaoh missile based
on the deadbeat response of the canard are given in the following table:

*.

.
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Relative servo ener~

Type resPonse Optim;
limit er *@ace

Deadbeat;
Lift Optimum; surface
ratio control surface adgle control

Missile deflection of attack deflection

0.50
Variable
incidence 7*7 E.3 6.1

.10 Canard 1.2 2.2 1.0

-.24
Conventional
tail aft control

2.2 2.2 2.1

17

These ratios indioate that the variabl+incidence
relatively large serv~nergy storage capacity in
two configurations.

nd.ssilerequires a
relation to the other

Surfao~Deflection Interference

Another unfavorable factor associated with the variable-incidence
configuration is the possible interference between the pitch and yaw
control surfaces. For the control system using a surface deflectior-
limiter, the interference limit for all three missiles was not exceedei,
although this limit and the control~eflection limit are approximately
equal for the varlabl~incidence configuration. Thus, for the highe%
ratios at the same design acceleration or for the same lift ratio at
higher design accelerations, the variable-incidence missile becomes
increasingly inefficient using the same plan form since the design suriiace
angle of attack must be reduced and larger surface areas are necessary.

For the control system using a critical+urface angl~f-ttack
limiter, the interference limit of the control surfaces was exceedei by
only the variable-incidence ndssile. From a consideration of this lhE-
itation, it is concluded that the
variable-incidence missile may be
in this instance.

normal-displacement petiorrwnce of t2e
somewhat poorer than that of the canari

.
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Size of Surfaces

“

A co?.qtzrisonof the total exposed surface areas indicates that the
conventional tail-aftiontrol missile has the smallest area, while those
for the other two conflguratione are nearly equal. It appears, then,
that the range _perfo_nce of this missile will be superior to the others
at low lift coefficients. At higher lift coefficients, the relative
range performance is uncertain without an investigation of the lift-drag
ratios of the three missiles.

CONCLUDING ~

A study has been made of the response characteristics to the me.x-
imm maneuver at the design condition of a variabl~incidence, a canard,
and a conventional tail-aft-control missile, which are indicative, respe~
tively, of a high positive, & low positive, and a negative lift ratio.
Since other design requirements for the three missiles have been assumed
identical insofar as possible, the conclusions presented reyresent pri-
marily the effects of changes in lift ratio.

For the control deflection limited to that value which will give
the design steady acceleration, the optimum normal-displacement response
is the same for all configurations. It can be reasoned that this is due
to the missile effective displacement frequency being much less than the
missile natural frequency, thus allowing sufficient tiresfor the devel-
opment of lift due to angle of attack; and, therefore, differences in
lift ratio are not important. However, the angle of attack of the crib
ical surface and the normal acceleration show increasing peak values with
decreasing lift mtio due to pitching oscillations. A reduction in these
peaks to satisfactory values can be made by an increasing sacrifice in
the normal~isplacement performance with decreasing lift ratio.

For the missiles compar~ on the basis of the same limited angle of
attack of the critical surface, the theoretical 03?t- normal-
displacement performance is again unchanged by the configuration. Since
missiles with negative lift ratios cannot approach the theoretical opti-
mum square wave of the critical angle of attack, the displacaent per-
formances of the variabl-incidence and mna~ configurations, which are
nearly equal, are superior to that of the conventional tail-aft-oontrol
missile as long as the interference limit between the pitch and yaw
control surfaces is not reached.

Certain aspects, such as the”servo energy storage required and the
control interference limitations, favor the lower lift ratios, In an

.

~
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.

ovex’+11 evaluation, these and other important factors as, for example,
* the ease of assembly, storage ~oblems, effects of noise, etc., must be

considered and may outweigh the small decrease in normakdisplacement
response time associated with the higher yositive 13ft ratioa.

The normaldispl.acement performances of all.missiles discussed herein
are primarily restricted by the aerodynamic rather than the guidance-
and stabilization-system characteristics. In many instances involving
missile control-system combinations it appears possible that preliminary
studies my be simplified by eliminating details of the control system
from consideration and by assuming that the missile is controlled by the
desired surface deflection, singe it is probable that a control system can
be devised to produce reasonable

Ames Aeronautical Laboratov,
National Advisory Committee

Moffett Field, C%l.if.

desired deflections.

for Aeronautics,
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APPENDIX A

MISSIIE RESPONSE TO A STEP SURFACE lIIIFLECTION

The missile transfer function relating surface deflection to missile
vertical Tosition can be shuwn to be

[% did -
~2p2 +- z$)~p + 1

(Al)
T82p2(Ta2p2 + 2!aT~ + 1)

The response for a step surface deflection of magnitude ~ is then

ZM (P) =
Ts~3(Ta~2 + 2!aTap +1)

~L(~2P2 + 2~bT’bP+ 1,
(A2)

T82Ta2P”[P _ (+a+iha) 1[p - (+a-i~a) 1

In terms of a partial%raction expa~ ton>

where =3 is the complex
follows:

. ~ Lim
a
o 2*O

a3

P-( -Ca+iha)

conjugate of as. The residues

Lim
al =

@o {

a= = ~~ ,0[p”ZM(P)] = ~~
s

.-.

(133)

can be found as

.

.

——

—.
.—

+ h!a2Ta2) .-
—

.—
.

.-
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.

* as =
{

~ ~~a+fia) [P - (~a+ika)l ZM(P)
. }

%.%2 ~ (a~2-ka2–2U~~+~2+kb’) + i(2~ka-2u~ka)
=—

2rnn2Ta2
(ha’-gua%.~’) + i(s~a&34.3&)

where ub and kb are defined in the same manner as for da
that is,

and La,

For

.

The

and

all missiles under investigation ka>>aa, Lb2-&2 >> Ua2+Q2-QUaUt,

kb2~a2>>&a(~4a) so that aa reduces to

time~i.story response can then be written as

.
z~ (t) =ao+alt+~t2+

az =
=ao+a~t+~ +

=ao-f-alt+~2+

..

a4e+atcos ous,t+E) (Ak)

where ~ and a31 refer to the real and i~ginary part of aa. The
correct phase angle must reduce ZM to zero at time zero which msans it
must satisfy the equation ~ + a~ cos e = O.

The values of the coefficients in equation (A4), using parameters
given in table II, are presented as follows:
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.

rVariable
incidence

-0.94

-1.90

322

.467

-.094

● 95

-11.4°

Parameter Canard [Tail aft control

-1,70

-3.30

322

.849

-.188

1.74

-12.5°

-2.37

-2.&3

322

1.18

-.143

2.38

-6.9°

Hence the missile equations are:

1Variable
incidenoe

ZM(t) ‘~.941 - I.wt + ~61t2 + 0.95e-0*e9~tcos

,.Canard ZM(t) = -1.70- 3.3ot + 161t2 -I- 1.74e-0”g17*cos (73gt-12.5) )

%~r~~‘M(t)
= -2.37- 2.43t + 161tz + 2.38e-005~cos (739t+.9)

J
(A5)

It ap~ars that for value6 of t greater than about 1/2 second,
the above equations canbe adequately approximated by the +2 term in
equation (A4) as —

(A6)
.-

The design ratio ~/Ts2 can be simplified further in
acceleration factor from the following simplified lift
tions at trim conditions:

terms of the steady
and mo?mnt equa- — =

.

The steady angle of attack ass corresponding to a surface deflection
8L is, from the moment equation,

. .

.
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(A7)

which substituted in the lift equation and solved for the value of bL
gfves

Letting the steady W% be ngm, 8L reduces to

‘L== ‘@s’-—
“%

The missile response then becoms

ZM %
X2&

(A8)

(A9)

(Ale) . .

————%D9
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APPENDIX B

MISSILE RXSK)NSE FOR AN OF!UMUM

STABILIZATION SYSTEM

The general discussion given in the section on limited control
deflection and the information in figure 3 are applicable to the follow-
ing study. For the first interval during which the deflection is

—

positive —

(Bl)

During the second interval the deflection is negative, the missile
response is composed of two t2 functions displaced in time, one posi-
tive starting at time ze,roand the other negative of twice the nwgnitude
beginning at the start of the second interval or at the switch ti~ tal.

—.—

.

[

i?=x -~+ 2ttsl -tfjl*“1 (B2) ‘

A maximum of this equation occurs when
+

~.+-t+%q=o .
or when t x 2t~l. During the third interval in which the surface
deflection is zero, the response is composed of the two t= functions
discussed for the seoond interval in addition to a positive t2 func-

—.

tion beginning at the start of the third interval or at the switch tim
.—

—
-tSz, -

To reach and
to show that

q+%z. 2[st-tJ-l+:(t-ts2)’
[ (ts*2

z% (%1%2M + ~

remain on the beam at a constant
for

dzM
— * ng {Z?ts.+,) =
dt

it is necessary that tsz x 2tsl which means

colfF,,-

..—

\-i —

(B3)
/_l

value of ZM it is easy
-,

.
0 .—

that the first and second .
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.

intez=ralsof the surface deflection are equal or each intenal is a half
period. It is necessary, in addition, to determine the required dura-

● tion of the half periods so as to minimize the miss time. A qualitative
examination of this problem indicates that for the optimum displace~nt
response the overshoat above the beam center should equal the lethal
radius. This conclusion has been mathematically verified. Equation (B2)
svaluated at t % 2ts1 expresses the missile p~sition at the peak and
for en optimum response this position must be ZR + r, giving

(zM)= =zB+r%ng (-g+!2’tSlt- ts12 )t=z?tsl
A solution for tsz then yields

1

J

zB+r
tsls

w

For the conditions assured, tsl equals 0.60

(B4)

second,

The magnitude of miss time for the optimum path can also be found
from equation_(B2) as

. POsition to ZB ‘r.
the value of t which will bring the missile

ZM =
.

from which

~B – ( tm2
rxng -— 2 )

+ !2tSltm - ts12

-&(Jz=-Jm (B5)
Jng\

Physical reasoning shows the minus sign tobe correct. For the assumet
conditions, ~ equals 0.’763second.
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APPENDIX C

MISSIXiEACCEliERA!TIONF~ AN OF’l?lllUM

STABILIZATION SYSTEM

The acceleration of the missile when subjected to a square wave of
surface deflection can be found from the response to a step, as has been
described in detail for the determination of-missile posit~&. The
transfer function relating surface deflection to normal acceleration is

. .

*(P.)= (~2~2+ ~b~p+l)
T~2(Ta2p%.2LaTawl )

For a step surface deflection of magnitude ~ the response beco?rss

where

The time

~M(t) =

( Tb2p2+db~p+l)
EM (p) = :

T~ p(Ta2p2+2~aTap+l)

8*,(~a2+ka2)[p2+2@p+( ~~2+kb2)]=
Ts2(ub2+kb2)p [(p-f-fTa)2+ka2}

~b
~b=—

%

solution can be shown to

~ (~a2+ka2) ab2+kb2 +

Ts2(ab2+kb2)““ [ Ua%aa

be

where

(cl)

(C2) ●

,b=m ‘
T

—

e-atsin (Xat+vltil)

(C3)

-—

.

cQj&mENmA&i
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This equation represents, of course, the acceleration throughout the
first half period. It will.be desirable to express the acceleration
in the following form where, for purposes of satisfying the initial con-
ditions, the sign of the second term has been changed to allow the use
of the smallest of the multiple values for WI and PI

iM(t) =

b. =

bl =

b. (C4)-ble~atsin (kat+~l+Pl)

Considerable simplification results from a consideration of relative
magnitudes of the paramters. For all the missiles under discussion in
this report, it is possible to show that Xa2>>.ua2, kb2-ka2>>

%iaz>>k~aa (ub~a)2. Using primal values foraa2tibz2uaab, ti ~

approximate unprired parameters, the solution is then

‘ +atsin (xat+*l’+Pl)~M(t)%bo-ble (C5)

where
.

“ For the second half pried, the acceleration is expressible as

{
b -ble%atsin (hat#l+pl)-2 bo-ble~a(t~51)sin[Xa(t+~l)+’Jz+Pl 1
0 }

~o-ble-at[sin (Xat#l+pl)-2euats%in (Aat+~l+pl-Xatsl)]

=

where

. 7 1-=

+@le-atJq% 2

2eGats=cos A.ats=

sin (Xat+’#l+pl+pa)

Q =2s
Oats1

sin Latsl

(c6)

P2 = tan-l :

. Simplification then gives
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.

(x~t+v~’+p=+p=) (C7)
●

The peak
inierest. In
value of time

tiM
—=-?)~
dt

value in each of the two half periods is of primary —

the first half per~o,@,it can be found by determining the - ~
txl at which thb peq,k.occws_. T@ eq~tion. .

.,“‘.

*atSin (kat+lfl+pl)l= O[ Aae ‘atcos (Xat+*l”-kpl) “~.:crae

can be satisfied only if
,,,,..-.,,

or -

Xat + $= = W n =’0,,:’,1,2,

.,..”.,

The value of n must be chosen S.Oth&t txl is
between zero and tsl. ,.,

,.”

. . .

approximately

.—
—

—

—
—

(c8)
—

half way

.

.—

= b. - ble+Jatxl

(
sin rut+sin-]

& )

= b. - (-l)nble<atxl ‘a (C9)
e“””

which, according to the previous approximations, is

(!iM)H s bo - (–1)%~’e4atxl

Numerical calculations show that for the first interval n = 1 giving

The second
equation (c6).
found from

(~)-sbo +b=?e4atXl

half period can be treated in a
The value of tiu txz in this

(Clo)

similar manner utilizing . .
second half period c~_>e_ .=;

*



d&
x= -%1 J’’[~ae4atf30s (~at+’kL+p=+p2) – aaewatsin (&t+* =+p=+p2)] .0

which requires that

txz = M -*1-p2
La (Cll)

(C12)

Again using previously discussed approximations,

For this interval calculations show that n = ‘4;thus,

(i’M)=%+o – bl t~~ e<atxz (C13)

Numerical substitution of missile para~ters then gives the follow-
ing values:

Parameter

bo, fpS2

bl~ fps2

txl, sec

tx=, sec

n

Q

PIY deg

P.2y deg

$1r, deg

Variable
incidence
322

159

.247

.872

.606

2.99

86.9

78.6

–2.7

290 400

.244 .244

.865 .855

● 550 .638
3.42 2.76

85.9 87.6
80.9 77.0
—.3 .4

1
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The preceding values then give the following results for the the
history and maximum values:

Half period 1

Variable
incidence

Canexd

Tail sd?t
control

Normal acceleration, z~g

The history .

10- Qke-0.691t sin (T3$?t+84.2)

10 -9 .OOe-O”‘1% sin (739t+85.6)

10- 12.42e-0054fi sin (739t+88.0)

Half period 2

Variable
incidence

canard

Tail aft
control

-lo - 15.05e-o.~~lt sin (739t+162.8)

-lo -31.ZOe-0”~1% sin (739t+166.5)

-10- 35. 30e-0.54vt sin (T3gt+165.())

Maximum

value

14.17

17.21

20.90

-18.27

-24.10

-32.00

It is of interest to notice t,hatthe phase angles at the beginning
of each half pericd are nearly fi/2 so that the time-variant portion of

the time histories approximates a damped cosine function as shown below:

2“
o

HolfperiodI Halfperiod2 ‘

.

b

.

,

●

.

.
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AHTJUIIX D

MISSILE CRITICAL AI’W2EQl

31

ATTACK FOR

AN OPTIMUM STABILIZATION SYSTEM

The determination of the critical angle of attack follows very
closely the derivation of the acceleration given in appendix C. The
desired transfer function ewes sing the angle of attack is given as

* (p) .

In response to a step of surface

% (Em+l)
(Ta~2+2~aT~+l)

(Dl)

deflection ~

~8L(Trptl)
a (p) = ~

p(Ta~2+2~aT@+l) = Ta2P[(p+da)2 +Xa21
(D2)

●

●

the solution of which is

%[
Tr&L

a(t)=T ~ -e+atsm(Lat+,x+p=j (D3,

a Tr(6a2+A.a2)+ J’
La aa +A*

where

The first half period is represented by equation (D3) which canbe
written in the follawing form, again changing the sign of the second
termas was explained for equation (C4)

a

in which

co =

c1 =

(t)= co-c=O*atsti (Xat+q=ti=) (D4)
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As sm approximation, it is possible to shuw t>t for all these missiles
ha~~~a and l/Tr~~La~~~a so that c1 ‘x co. Then I

CL (t) N co - coe-Uatsin (Xe,tW1’+Pl) (M)

‘% ‘ = tan-l XaTr

For the second half period

‘atSin (Xat@l+Pl) -u (t) = co -cle

{
2 co _ ~le~a(t–tSl)sti [~(t-tsl)+?l+pll

}

which simplifies to

a (t) = -co - cle4atJ~ sin (“%at+Ql+Pl+P2) (D6)

in the manner as shown for equation (c6). The approxi?mtion c1% co
X ql then gives - ,

+at~~ sin (Aat+91r+pl+P2)a (t) ~ <o - coe (D7)
.

peak values of equations (D4) and (D6) during the first and
second half periods will be defined to occur at %1 and tya, respec-
tively. The similarity of equation (D4) to equation (C4) gives a vslue
of tyl by analogy with the corresponding equation for txl

—

(D8)

Then, it canbe shown that for n = 1

.

= co + cle“sty’zik= (D9)

or

(D1O)

For the second half period the same analogy
(c6) may be used to write directly

between equations (D6) and
*

*
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*F=n3T-Lm2 (Dll)

Hence, for n = 4

=*o- C~e_Uaty2J= ‘a

%6%?

(D12)

or,

x-co-co - e“at~ (D13)

It might be noted that %1 and tyz are defined differently from txl
and t=, respectively, although numerically they ere equal because ql
sad $1 are nearly equal.

Niunericalsubstitution of missile parameters then gives the follow-
ing values, SOM of which have already been worked out in the develop-
ment of the acceleration equations but are repeated here for convenience:

Parameter
Variable

Canard
Tail afi—

incidence control

co, deg 5.9 10.8 20.5

ty~ sec .247 .244 .244

t~ sec .672 .865 .855

~ .606
● 550 .638

Q 2.99 3.42 2.76

PI, deg 86.9 85.9 87.6

P22 deg 78.6 80.9 77.0

‘ 91; deg –2.7 —.3 .4

The preceding values then give the following results for the time
history and maximum values of the critical-surface angle of attack:

.
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Half period 1

Variable
incidence

Canard

Tail aft
control

Half period 2

Variable
incidence

Canard

Tail aft
control

CONFIDEN2W& NACARMA511’18

Critical-surface ?.ngleof attack
(degj

Time history

20.5 -5.9e-O*eg% sin (739t+84.2)

20.5 - 10.8e–O=gltisin (739t+85.6)

20.5 - 20.5e-a54*sin (739t+88.o)

-20.5 - 18.0e-0”8g* sin (739t+162.8)

-2C).5- 37.2e-OOgLtisin (739t+166.5)

-20.5 - 58.3e ‘0”54fisin (739-t+165.0)

Maximum

value

25.5

29.1

38.4

-30.4

-37 ● 3

-57.0

,

.

.

*

‘

—
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b

A.PHIIiD~E

OPTIMIZATIONOF A WCTICAL STABILIZATION SYSTEM

A practical stabilization system approaches the optimum system by
causing the half periods of surface deflection to approach the values
produ~edby an ideal ~tabilization systemas givenby equation (Bk).
Initially, the step ZB signal causes the surface to deflect to its
limit, The surface will remain at this limit until the negative feedback
Si@S frOm e ~ ZM CELUS5 Ep and EL, shown in figure 2, to
becom large enough to overco~ the initial surface deflection. Hence,
it is necessary to determine the manner in which they vary with time.

J2?ad-etwork Limiter Signal EL

Trom figure 2, it canbe seen that

x~(p) =YL(Z~M) =Y~B -YLZM (El)

.
For a step dispkcemnt of the beam of magnitude ~Bj ZB(P) ‘ZBiP and .
ZM(p) is given by equation (A3). Then by substitution and separation

. into partisJ_fractions,

hl =

T52(T4+5)

l+T5p 1-
Lgl–ilq+K&— g~iha1
*P P- (-a–fi~) J

(T&I’4)T5Xa

.

The solution for Em(t) can be reduced to

.
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Em = K2 [70 + 21t + 2Z%2 + z#/~5 + Z4e~&3in (Lat-ez)l (E2) -

in which
1

lo =

1= =

22 =

23=

14 =

fl =

fz =

E2 = -1 g
tan f2

I’humrical evaluation shuws that many of the above terms are negligible.
Typical values of stabilization parameters of k2 = 1.19, T4 = 0.43, and

.

T5 = 0.09, together with the paramters given in table II, show that

t + ‘Zztt + 22t2 +-z~fe+/T5+ 24e-atsin (Xat-~2)1E~*K2[10 (E3)

where

2ot = ~ + azT5(T45)

21t = =’2(TA=S)

2aS =* (T4-W5)(ZB-a21’52)
a

A typical equation for the variable-incidence missile evaluated from
equation (E3) gives

—.

Xm -1.19[ 109.8- 109.5t -161t2+ 367e-1301t+ 3.59e-” ss1tfiin(73W~~2]] —

(E4)

The signal Em is then fed to a limiter (representing the saturation of
the radar receiver end amplifier) set for a value of voltage corresponding
to a 2Moot positional error. This Mans that the limiter output EL

is equal to 25kz for all values of ti?m foi which E@5kz and that

.

EL = Em whenever EL@25kz. For example, for the variable-incidence
.

—. *
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missile linear operation obeying equation (E3 ) occurs for times greater
than 0.~8 secoti .

~itch~ngle Feedback Signal,
‘1?

The feedback signal E
$

can be determined from the response to the
limit surface deflection. rom %igure 2, it can be seen that

* (p) = YeYp =
KS(l+T@ )(l+T2p)

VTs2(Ta2p2+2CaT~+l) (l+T@ )

For ~(p) = ~/p, the response is

‘p(p)=.+)
the solution of which is

Ep(t ) ~/T3 +R2e(~a+ika)t +~2e(-a–iha)t]= KPEO +Rle

=~~o+R=e~/Ts +R~e4at sin(xat-.J]

(E5)

(E6)

(E7)
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.

Numsrical evaluation for all the missiles shows that to a good approxima- .
tion

e

Ep(t ) % Kp [Ro + R3ewatsin (~at+3 ) 1 (E8)

For,the variable-incidence missile, using typical values of T2 = 0.07,
T~ = 0.7, and ka = 44.2,

Ep x 5.36 + 8.72e-c”‘91ts~ (739tA6.7) (E9)

Switching Time, tEl

It is now possible to find the half-period time of the surface
deflection. As described inthe teti the determination is made by open-
ing the loop between Ys and Ye, by applying a step deflection to the
surface,
using Sn

end by calculating the return signal at the output of Ys.
ideal servo as an approximation, the surface deflection will be

(E1O) .~(t) = ##EL(t) -Ep(t)l

Examination of equation (E1O) shows that for small values of time 6(t)
is larger than its limited value and hence must remain at this limit,
At a later time, however, the

.
EL signal decreases sufficiently to

allow ~(t) to begin operation in the linear range. Switching to the
opposite limit occurs in a relatively short tim so that the approxina.-
tion to a square wave is good. The exact expressions for the feedback
signals EL and Ep’ are somewhat lengthy, which would make it difficult
to solve for t from equation (E1O). A good approximation can be made_
by using

—

,
EL(t)% K2[Zof + 21% + Zat=]

Ep(t) x K@o

Then equation (E1O) becoms

b~~ % (K220’

and the solution for the half

-K@o) + K2Z1’$ +&z2t2
—

period is .._ ----- —
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Ev~uation for the ~iable-incidence @ssile using K= = 0.02 and the
● constants atieady presented shows that

t~lxq.3k +o.oo3d 12,000+644(109.8 –4.5–1o.7)

tsl~ 0.50

which is close to the optimum value of 0.598. This means that the
assured constants would produce a nearly optimum system.

If higher accuracy is desirable for valuas of tsl, an iterative
process utilizing equations (Z2), (E7),and (En) may be employed. The
effect of the neglected terms is to add a small additional term in the
second parenthesis of equation (En). For the variable~ncidence missile,
for example, the neglected terms amount to only 0.24.

It is possible to determine the relative importance of the various
parameters controlling the switching time. A comparison of equations (E3) -
and (E8) with equation (En) reveals that the feedback signal EL is
involved in every term of the tsl equation while the si&@l EP oc~~rs
in only the middle term of the second parenthesis. It is show above.
that this term is small compared to the remaining terms in the parenthe-
sis although not completely negligible. The remainder of the equation
involves only the constants 3ot, ~l;, ad 22. Defi~tio~ of these.
quantities show that for a given ZB and a given aE, which can be seen
from appendix A to represent the steady acceleration, the parameters
zo~, 21’, and 72 are functions of only the lead-network constante T4
and T5 and hence the missile response in reaching the bean is controlled
primarily by these two time oonstants.
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ATPENDIX F
4

MISSILE RESFONSE TO A STEP CRITICAL-

SURFACE ANGIZ OF ATTACK

A step-displacement critical-surface angle of attack can be devel-
oped only by the variable-incidence and c,anardmissiles since this
critical angle is (a+b). The critical-surface angle for the tail*ft-
control missile is a which cannot be developed rapidly enough to
approach a step @ction. The transfer f~ction rqlating missile posi-
tion and critical-surface angle canbe found from the relation

-.

ZM
—=
a%

By definition, Ya = a(p)/5(-p) so

z~x ~
6—

(Fl)
a+6

that

s “)
1 Ta2p2 + 2KaT~ + 1

(F2)
l+Ya= — = Ta2p2 + (2~aTa+~Tr)p + (1+%) .

where Ya has been given in the section on missile transfer functions.
Carrying out the operation of equation (Fl) by multiplying equation (F2) “
by (Al) and solving for ZM in response to a step displacement of the —

[( )Ta2
P3

p+~
~

(F3)

It will be noticed that this equation is in the form of equation (A2) for
the surface-deflectio~limiter study and hence the solution developed in
equation (Ah) may be used by simply replaci~ % Ta> ~a~ aa>

.
~d A.a

by (a+b)L/(l+Kg)~ Taz) gal) aal, and kalj respectively. me latter
symbols can be written in terms of the foriw symbols as

= Ta

‘a= J-
-“

(a= = L +~ .

~ 2Ta~~
.

--
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The evaluation of thsse par~ters using values given in table II is
shuwn below for the veriable-inc.idenceand canard missiles:

l&.ssile T’al c~~ Dal ha~

Vsrlable
incidence

O.06~4 0.0372 0.5697 15.27

Canexd ● 0534 .0470 .8811 18.70

The resultant time histories as evaluated by equation (A4) then gives:

V=iable
incidence

z~t)

C~d zM(t).

A am, ZT may
# term or.

This equation
it is easy to

41

= 4.393 -0.79t + 161t2 +0.399e~05ficos (875t~.5)

= -0.715- 1.37t +161t2 +o.722e-o*s@cos (107z%4.4)

seen that the missile response is appr=imated by the. .-– .L be

cem be simplified
show that -

[

(~*)L %21 (F4)
2(l+Kg)Ts=

further. From equations (A7) and (A9),

(CL+8)L = IlgTs2(+)
Also, using the definition of

7
given in the section on missile trans-

fer functions, the factor (l+% can be shown to be approxinmted by

l+q-p

Hence, the res~onse of equation (F4)

ZM(t) ~

1-%
becoms

(F5)
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T&BIE I.– SUMMARY CIFMISS, GEOME~I~ AND AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE ‘1’HREEMcsslms

Lift ratio 0.50 0.10 +.24

Variable Conventional
incidence Canard tail aft

Param3ter control

111,slugs 6.67 6.67 6.67

Iy, slug ft2 41 41 41

Sf, ftz 2.61 .86 1.49

Sr, ft2 1.14 2.97 .90

Zf, ft .20 3.69 .06

Zr, ft 4.56 3.22 4.70

~, lb/rad 10,300 10,320 7,450

Lb, lb/rad 4,270 1,270 2,460

~, ft lb/rad -6,800 +,&lo 4,800

~, ft lb/rad 2,760 7,530 –11,560

~, ft lb sec/rad -26.4 -43.7 -22.5

~, ft lb sec/rad -6.3 -7*5 -5.0

bL, rad *.255 *.170 T.211

)

/a m~L— .406 1.107 -1.700
i~ trim %

.

=?s=
NOTE: The body common to all three missiles was assumed to be 10.~ feet

long, 8 inches in diameter, and with an ogival nose 4 feet in
length. All plan forms have 300 semfvertex angles. The con-
trols are all-move,blesurfaces and the tails are interdigitated.
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TABLE II.- SUbQMRY al?KmsIIEAER ODYIWMIC AliIlSTKB31JZAT10N~

4(a) ~(b) k(c) 5(a) 5(b) 5(c) 6(d 6(b) 6(c)

‘la= o.oO@i6 O. fmfoq’ o.ooE@l o.oo6016 O.ocdxq o. Chxo21 o. fxb5016 o.mEiwf o.C%G—

%2 .m3047 .CKI0603 -.031454 .0Q347 .CQWJ3 -.ool&* .003047 .!JCrlEQ3 -.m1454

!ceQ ,ooo~ll .QwT284 -.0W547 .C$wf-91.l .cm52eJ+ -.0KJ6547 .~u. .03352/?.$ -.uI06547

% .846 1.539 2.931 .046 1.539 2.9u .s?6 1.539 2.9?J

% -.0336U -.0WJ$J2 .- -.oo@l .-.000392 .000496 -.00XII -.0C0392, .M13!.96

~, .404 l.m~ -1.696 A@ 1.103 -w% J@ 1.1o3 -1.696

k .05% .W .* .0536 .m .043 .W% .& .C425

Lb .0220 .0153 .Olf?ai .0z20 .03.s3 .O1.rsi .0220 .0153 .0128i

T~ .M .@ .025 .025 .025 .@ .025 .W .025

T~ .Cv= .O’@ .0721 .~21 .07= .qwl .- .~l .m

T= .046 .W6 1.WXJ .W6 .k .046 .346 .W ‘ .8J46

!!~ .320 .3P .423 .395 .440 .530 .320 .395 .45CI

!cB .0559 .Om .05% .Wm3 .0559 .0559 .W59 .0559 .U59

& 27.9 =7.9 15.0 =7.9 W.9 17.0 2’7.9 E-7.9 E.O

‘k 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

% 44.2 44.2 44.2 44.2 4L2 44.2 44.2 hL.2 44.2

. .
I

.
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Flgure 3.-Normal-displacement step response for an itied system

with /imited control deflection.
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